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Emails
Our voter records generally do NOT include email addresses, unfortunately. However, if
you run across one, or If you happen to know the email of a neighbor, feel free to use
this method. You can record email contacts in your voter records on the NLP Services
Dashboard.
We’ve provided a sample email script here, which you can copy and paste into your own
email. Make sure to change the highlighted text using the correct personal information
for both yourself and your voter. (You can include as much or as little personal contact
information as you feel comfortable doing.)
Of course, feel free to modify and personalize this script as you like. Another option is to
add a graphic to make your email stand out. You can copy and paste a graphic file into
your message (found on our webpage), or use another graphic of your choice.
See Sample Email Script on next page.
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Sample Email Script
Hi Sally,
As your neighbor and fellow Democrat, I’m asking you to pledge to vote in the
upcoming May 17 Primary Election.
If more Democrats pay close attention to the primary, and to local races as well as
state and national, we’ll get stronger candidates. Every election is important!
Can we count on you to cast your ballot? We ask that you get your ballot in as
early as possible to be sure it’s counted. (This will also reduce the number of calls,
texts, and mailings you receive!)
Please reply YES to this email message if you intend to vote, or you can reach me by text or
phone.
[be sure to include your contact info]
For more information on candidates and ballot measures, see your Voter’s Pamphlet,
or go to www.jcdemocrats.org/candidates-and-issues.
David Sours
Neighborhood Leader Volunteer
225 Graham St.--Jacksonville
541-601-2948 (text or phone)
dbsours3@gmail.com
[Include as much of your contact info as you are comfortable with.]

P.S. Triple your impact: Tell three friends to vote as well!
Thanks for reading this!

continued…..
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Optional Graphic
This is for illustration only.
Get the graphic from the Email or Text menu (accessed via NLP webpage).
Open it, copy it, and then paste it into either an email or text window.

